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Playing fast and loose with the OrderÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s rules has finally caught up with me.Sentenced to

hunt down a cagey insurgent known as the Death Mage, IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢m not feeling overly optimistic.

Wizards with far more experience have tried and, well Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ died.But overmatched or not, I want

this assignment. The Death Mage killed my motherÃ¢â‚¬â€•he might also be my father.I

canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t lose my head, though. The mage wields an evil, mind-warping magic. A power that

undermines his victimsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ sanity while pledging their souls to an ancient being and devourer

of worlds.How would I even know if his magic was corrupting me?Or is it already?Prof Croft
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Wow, what an ending to Professor Croft's story arc. I normally read this series while listening to the

audiobooks, but the audio book for this particular book won't be out for a few months. I had also



read all the other books except Purge City, so there are major spoilers in this book. If you have read

the earlier novels, Brad takes bits of what seemed like trivial information and tied them all together

in a thrilling, dangerous, heartbreaking and yet heartwarming finale. This book hits the ground

running and doesn't let up. After all the lumps, beatings and tough luck he's had, it was wonderful to

see Everson finally get some help. Despite everything that happens, he remains the brave,

charming, wonderful nice guy he's always been. When I first picked up Book of Souls, I had no idea

I would enjoy this series so much and I'm looking forward to more in this series. Well done Brad

Magnarella!

Everson is preparing to defeat the Death Mage with the help of his mentor Chicory. But when he

infiltrates the Death Mage's castle, and thinks he has accomplished his task, his whole world goes

upside down and sideways. He's unsure if he can believe everything he's known up until that point,

or believe what the people of the Front are telling him. Then he's thrown for another loop when

someone he thought was dead returns, telling him he's been affected by magic,and once again

everything he knows is wrong. Poor Everson doesn't know which way to go, who to trust, or what to

do to save the world as he thinks he knows it.With the help of some new players, Everson is able to

get a grip on reality, and they establish a plan to defeat Lich and prevent the portal from opening

and releasing Dhuul into the world. I won't say what exactly happens, but it's a good ending.Then

Brad Magnarella reveals that although this is the last in the Everson series, he will be back. Brad

plans to write more series that evolve around others that will form a sort of team for Everson later

on. I'm excited to see how these series unfold, and to read more about Everson's adventures.

urban-fantasy, madness, mage, magic, action-adventure, suspense, fantasy, family-dynamicsWow!

What a ride! The death mage twists Croft's perception of reality so that he has to doubt everything

he's ever known. The essence of evil also invades Manhattan and the populace goes crazy with

rioting without purpose. Croft is taken to unfamiliar realms and fights some of the most disgusting

creatures ever encountered. Fast paced and fascinating! Had to just keep reading until finished. I

will read it again when the audiobook comes out!

Love this series. It started out a little slow but each book gets better and better

Good story line great characters



The Prof Croft series has been pretty firmly 2nd tier urban fantasy at best from the beginning. The

first book was okay, the second book was more of the same, then starting with the third book it

started building on itself in a way that was genuinely interesting. This book goes several notches

past that with a premise that is not just clever but retroactively makes a lot of otherwise fairly bland

stuff from the previous books brilliant in retrospect. At this point I'm eager to see where the series is

going from here.

Full disclosure: I received an advance copy a few days before the public release of "Death Mage."

That said, this may be the best of the series. The twists are extremely well-conceived and executed,

and they're especially effective as they're told from the main character's point of view. I don't come

across many books these days that are difficult to put down. This is one of them.TL;DR: Read

"Death Mage" and the rest of the Professor Croft books. They're mature, exciting, adventurous,

even somewhat romantic in a believable guy-oriented way. Well worth the time.

Do you know what you think you know, or is everything you thought you knew a lie? Everson has to

answer this question as he battles Whisperer magic in "Death Mage". Even when the reveal was

finally made, I kept thinking, ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“But what if that was just part of the Whisperer

magic??ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•This is another great read by Brad Magnarella that I couldn't put down! As

always, I look forward to the next one! :-)I received a free advanced copy of this book in exchange

for an honest review.
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